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A neural network model and English teaching evaluation of university with end-user computing are the focus of this paper. )e
main research contributions are as follows: (1) Propose an ADA-BP neural network. It applies the adaptive learning rate as well as
the momentum term to promote the BP network. Experiments show that the model solves the problems of the existing methods
andmodels such as difficulty in determining weights, prone to overfitting, slow convergence, and prone to local minimums, which
verifies the effectiveness in evaluating college English teaching. (2) Propose the DA-SVR network. )e model has multiple hidden
layers and performsmultiple feature conversions to optimize the network.)e output layer of themodel uses SVR as a predictor to
achieve evaluation. (3) Deploy the designed evaluation network on the server, and end users can use the API interface to directly
access and test the model functions. Massive experiments have verified the effectiveness of the designed method.

1. Introduction

)e provision of English language instruction in postsec-
ondary institutions is an essential service to the general
public. When it comes to higher education reform and
society’s needs, the importance of teaching quality evalua-
tion has grown in prominence. College English curriculum
teaching has been stressed by the Ministry of Education’s
Dept. of Higher Education in a document that stresses the
importance of reforming college curriculums, teaching
techniques, and modes of delivery. Teachers are not the only
ones who benefit from receiving feedback on their teaching
methods. Teaching quality management and assurance is an
excellent approach for students to change their strategies,
enhance processes, and increase efficiency in their learning.
However, the need for high-level, high-quality, and high-
skilled individuals in the domestic and the overseas markets
has expanded substantially in recent years, even though
colleges and universities have achieved some progress. It is
essential that colleges and universities enhance the quality of
teaching, strengthen the evaluation of teaching quality, and
innovate and reform their talent training plans if they are to
satisfy the needs of society and become more competitive

professionals. A long time ago, there was a lack of theoretical
and practical research on English teaching and teaching
quality evaluation in higher education that has severely
limited the growth of the innovative English education and
teaching at universities. In order to increase the quality of
college students to meet international talent needs, it is
critical to improve the research and study of associated ideas
and practices [1–5].

)e teaching quality evaluation system guides the
teaching content and practical activities to a large extent, and
can find the problems and explore the solutions in a targeted
manner. Looking at the research and exploration of English
teaching evaluation, it is found from the perspective of
theoretical research. On the one hand, the guiding docu-
ments formulated for teaching evaluation only involve basic
requirements of English education, but do not make a de-
tailed explanation of the core elements. On the other hand, a
high proportion of research results of various researches
done by domestic and foreign research institutions and
scholars are based on the evaluation of English teaching.)e
English teaching background for foreign universities is very
different from our country, and the research results lack the
particularity and pertinence of the English teaching
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evaluation of Chinese universities. Traditional teaching
evaluation guiding the ideology of light basic courses and
heavier professional courses have a significant impact on
research practice. Summative and formative evaluations of
English education are still widely used in colleges and
universities, with summative evaluations taking precedence
over formative evaluations. Ignoring changes in the evalu-
ation elements during the educational process is not a good
way to encourage innovative thinking and personal devel-
opment of evaluation objects [6–10].

On the other hand, the number of global end users has
experienced rapid growth in the past ten years. GSMA
pointed out in the 2014 Mobile Economy Report that as of
2013, the number of global terminal devices connected to 6.9
billion, and it is expected that this number will continue to
increase in the next few years. At present, user terminals
have become a popular computing platform, and their
performance is more powerful. High-end mobile terminals
are equipped with high-speed wireless interfaces, G-bit
memory, GHz-speed processors, and various sensors. Users
have higher and higher expectations for the terminal, and
they hope to run various applications with various functions
on the user terminal. As a rising topic in recent years, end-
user computing has received extensive attention from re-
searchers.)is allows end users to have their own processing
terminals and can perform various system operations on
their own terminals. End users can work efficiently on any
supported end device while improving IT agility and or-
ganizational security. Resources can be expanded or reduced
as needed to provide the team with the resources needed
without the need to deploy and operate infrastructure
[11–15].

Based on the two topics of college English teaching
evaluation and end-user calculation, this work has con-
ducted a lot of research. )e contributions of this work are:
(1) Propose an ADA-BP model for low-dimensional data. It
applies the adaptive learning rate as well as the momentum
term to promote the BP network. (2) For high-dimensional
data, the DA-SVR network is proposed. SVR is used as a
predictor to perform prediction, which realizes the mapping
of nonlinear relationships to high-dimensional spaces. (3)
Deploy the designed model on the server, expose the API
interface, and end users can directly access and evaluate the
quality for English teaching. )is constitutes a complete
evaluation system based on end-user computing and neural
networks.

2. Related Work

Construction and optimization of the teaching evaluation
system: literature [16] proposed the term education evalua-
tion and designed a variety of evaluation methods. Research
on the development of teaching evaluation showed that
Western evaluation paid much attention to learner self-
evaluation. It emphasized that learners were the main body,
and the evaluation methods adopted were more diversified,
relatively scientific, and reasonable [17]. )e teaching eval-
uation system of the University of Washington, the teacher
curriculum evaluation of the University of Arizona, and the

teaching evaluation and individual development system of
Kansas State University were all representative evaluation
index systems [18]. Western countries had developed some
relatively mature teaching evaluations. For example, Cisco
had developed an advanced system. )e company continu-
ously improved plans and courses based on these evaluation
data. Literature [19] had developed a learning performance
evaluation system by fusing four computational intelligence
theories, K-Means clustering algorithm, grey association
theory, fuzzy reasoning, and fuzzy association rules. In ad-
dition, the research on teaching evaluation also included the
emotional mining of students [20], and the extraction and
analysis of teaching evaluation index scores [21]. Literature
[22] carried out the earliest evaluation for classroom teaching
quality. Since then, research on teaching evaluation had
gradually started. )e evaluation system develops evaluation
indicators. Literature [23] introduced the NSSE questionnaire
from the United States, and it was Chineseized to form a
questionnaire for college students’ learning input. Researchers
had conducted an empirical analysis on the NSSE after
Sinicization, which showed the questionnaire had ideal
measurement reliability [24]. In early stage of the establish-
ment of the indicator system, the pursuit of comprehen-
siveness of indicators often caused problems such as toomany
indicators and overlap between indicators, which led to the
distortion of the indicator structure and caused people to
question the objectivity of the evaluation. )e basic methods
to eliminate index correlation included the principal com-
ponent analysis, factor analysis, entropy method, and the
correlation coefficient calculation [25]. Literature [26] used
the correlation coefficient analysis to judge the correlation
between evaluation indicators.

Using neural network technology to evaluate educational
content: teaching evaluation was no longer a single quali-
tative evaluation, but rather a blend of qualitative and
quantitative evaluations as new technologies. For the
quantitative analysis of varied data materials, however, a
solid data model was generally required. )e current
mainstream teaching evaluation contained the weighted
average method, the analytic hierarchy process [27], a fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation [9], a neural network [28], and
the Markov chain [29]. Fuzzy evaluation of the teaching
quality based on the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and
literature [30] was a relatively scientific quantitative tech-
nique, which improved both the scientific standard and the
reliability of the results. Using the rough set theory, decision
trees, and association rule algorithms to examine aspects
influencing teaching quality were all part of the research into
incorporating a neural network technology into the college
and university teaching evaluation systems.

Artificial neural networks were used in the literature [31]
to represent instructional evaluation. Studies [32] used the
artificial neural network theory to evaluate ethnic colleges
and universities for their teaching quality, establishing as-
sociated mathematical models, completely quantifying in-
dicators, and building BP models to get at a more reasonable
evaluation conclusion. Based on wavelet neural networks,
literature [33] had developed a mathematical model of
teaching quality rating that is more accurate.
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3. ADA-BP Neural Network for English
Teaching Evaluation

)e section addresses the shortcomings of the existing
methods and models of English teaching evaluation in
dealing with small-scale, low-dimensional evaluation data-
sets. )is work proposes an ADA-BP network. )is model
introduces the adaptive learning rate as well as the mo-
mentum term to promote the BP network.

3.1. Advantages of the BPNetworkApplied to English Teaching
Evaluation. )is evaluation is an important content, which
is important to improving the quality of English teaching,
and strengthening the standardization and scientification of
the teaching management process. Teaching activities are a
dynamic process that combines teaching and learning. )e
nonlinear relationship between evaluation indicators as well
as teaching quality evaluation results is difficult to express
with a specific and accurate mathematical analysis. However,
many methods have some shortcomings in the methods and
models. For example, the analytic hierarchy process finds it
difficult to determine weight when there are too many
evaluation indexes. Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is too
subjective and random, which can easily cause distortion of
the evaluation results. )e grey relational analysis is a linear
analysis, and its ability to deal with nonlinear problems is
limited. )e decision tree algorithm easyily generates
complex structures in the training data, which is easy to
cause overfitting. )e parameter optimization method of
support vector machine has some shortcomings, such as
slow optimization speed.

)e BP network is widely used in neural networks as
illustrated in Figure 1. It has a strong nonlinear mapping
ability and can provide a solution for English teaching
evaluation.

)erefore, applying the BP network to teaching quality
evaluation can not only solve the problem between the
qualitative and nonqualitative evaluation index system, but
can also solve the issue for establishing complex data
analysis formulas and avoid the interference of human
factors to make the evaluation results more accurate. Some
issues remain in the training process, including a slow
convergence rate and the tendency to slip into a local
minimum that can be difficult to avoid. A new model is
proposed in this section in light of the inadequacies of the
BP network.

3.2. ,e ADA-BP Network. Since English teaching evalua-
tion is a multi-level and nonlinear problem, present eval-
uation methods have issues such as difficulties in
determining the weight of each objective, strong subjectivity,
and prone to overfitting. It is also susceptible to difficulties
such as delayed convergence and the tendency to slip into a
local minimum when using the conventional BP neural
network.)e ADA-BP model is presented in this section. To
speed up the BP network’s gradient descent approach, the
model introduces adaptive learning rates and momentum

terms. )e network structure is optimized to assure the
model’s stability.

A three-layer BP network can satisfy nonlinear map-
ping from a-dimensional to b-dimensional functions.
)erefore, this paper designs a three-layer BP network for
English teaching evaluation. )e number of neurons is
determined by the dimension of the input sample and the
dimension of the output. However, the selection of the
hidden layer is more complicated and there is no good
theoretical guidance. Based on experience, this work uses
the following methods to determine neurons:

d �
�����
a + b

√
+ c, (1)

where a and b are number of neurons in the input layer and
the output layer and c is a constant.

)e BP network has a fixed learning step length, or
learning rate. )e network structure will become unstable
and oscillate if the learning rate is excessive.)e network will
converge more slowly if the learning rate is low. As a result,
optimizing the overall network topology for problem-spe-
cific learning is difficult. In order to continuously correct the
weights and the thresholds between the linked layers, an
adaptive learning rate can adjust the learning rate based on
the changes of the network error. Assuming the initial
learning rate is lr(0), the network error is E(k) and the
learning rate change is

lr(k + 1) �

αlr(k), E(k + 1)<E(k)

βlr(k), E(k + 1)>E(k)

lr(k), others

,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(2)

where α and β are the weights.
)e convergence speed can be increased by adaptively

altering the learning rate throughout the error back prop-
agation phase. Only changes in the gradient descent di-
rection at the current time t are considered, and the gradient
direction before the current time t is not considered, which
will lead to a model that readily falls into a local minimum
due to instability. With the momentum element added, the
weight of the error back propagation mechanism can be
modified to dampen the effect of the errors. )e formula is
given as follows:
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Figure 1: Structure of the BP network.
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Δw(k + 1) � μΔw(k) − lr
zE(k + 1)

zw(k + 1)
, (3)

where μ is the momentum term.

3.3. ADA-BP in English Teaching Evaluation. )e processing
flowchart of the ADA-BP used in English teaching evalu-
ation is shown in Figure 2.

)e model changes the learning rate with a comparison
of the current error to the prior error and adds a momentum
term to dampen the model to prevent oscillations and assure
stability. As part of the gradient descent approach of BP,
introduce adaptive learning rates and momentum terms. As
going through the training process, make adjustments to the
model’s network topology, such as the number of hidden
layer neurons, adaptive learning rate, as well as momentum
items. When the evaluation result reaches the set condition,
exit training and retrieve the final model that has been
trained at this moment. Finally, input the test dataset for
verification to show the proposed model has good accuracy
and advantages in tackling English teaching evaluation
issues.

4. DA-SVR Neural Network for English
Teaching Evaluation

)e ADA-BP network has certain advantages in processing
low-dimensional data of college English teaching evaluation.
However, when faced with a large-scale dataset with com-
plex, high-dimensional, and nonlinear relationships, the
computing power, the predictive power, and the modeling
expression power are limited because it contains only one
hidden layer. In order to solve the application problems on
large-scale datasets with complex, high-dimensional, and
nonlinear relationships, this section proposes the DA-SVR
deep neural network model. )e deep denoising auto en-
coder of the DA-SVR model is a stack of multiple denoising
auto encoders. It contains multiple hidden layers. Noise is
added to enhance the robustness. )e Adam algorithm is
introduced to improve the computing power. After multiple
feature conversions, the error is minimized.)e output layer
utilizes SVR as a predictor.

4.1. Deep Denoising Auto Encoder. Deep denoising auto
encoder is a neural network, which is composed of multiple,
stacked denoising auto encoders. Among them, the
denoising auto encoder adds noise to the original input with
an auto encoder to prevent overfitting during the training.
)e model obtained after training has strong robustness.

Denoising the input dataset is the initial step in the
training process of the deep denoising auto encoder. With a
high degree of probability, certain input nodes are set to 0.
)is is the standard processing procedure. )en, using the
first denoising auto encoder, convert the input layer’s data
features to the hidden layer using the denoised dataset. )e
second auto encoder takes the input feature vector from the
hidden layer of the first denoising auto encoder. It’s a good
idea to keep repeating this process, utilizing the previous

denoising auto encoder’s hidden layer output as the input
feature vector for the next denoising auto encoder. Data
feature conversion is completed via unsupervised layer-by-
layer training of the original input data through all hidden
layers after noise denoising has been applied. )e original
dataset and the rebuilt dataset are used to calculate errors
through a function that takes both into account. Use the BP
algorithm to propagate the mistake to all the deep noise
denoising auto encoders, then reduce the option weight and
threshold to finish the reconstruction of the original input
dataset and produce the feature. )e structure diagram of
this part of the deep denoising auto encoder is illustrated in
Figure 3.

)e Adam algorithm is applied for unsupervised
training. )e neurons in the output layer of the deep
denoising auto encoder in the figure are virtual represen-
tations, and the actual output layer is a classifier or predictor
as a supervised output classification or regression prediction.
By adjusting the parameters of the supervised output layer,
the accuracy of the classification or prediction can be
improved.

4.2. Support Vector Regression. Mathematical expressions
of college English teaching are problematic since there are
so many evaluation indexes and a complex nonlinear
relationship between them and the evaluation outcomes
of teaching quality. Support vector regression has a good
capacity to fit nonlinear functions. As a result, the output
layer of the deep neural network model in this section is
predicted using support vector regression as the
predictor.

SVR can be separated into linear and nonlinear re-
gression, depending on whether it is applied to a high-di-
mensional space. )is section focuses on the nonlinear
regression of support vector regression since the evaluation
of college English education is a difficult nonlinear problem.
Using the nonlinear regression of support vector regression,
it is possible to map the complex nonlinear relationship to
the high-dimensional space and then realize the linearized
relationship equivalent to the low-dimensional space. Set-
ting up a nonlinear mapping function first for the dataset S

that cannot be linearly separated in the original space is the
first step. Make sure that the mapped data have good linear
regression characteristics in the feature space as well. For the
linearized representation of nonlinear issues, first perform
linear regression in the feature space, and then return to the
original space for the linearization. Given a kernel function
k(xi, x), the expression for constructing a nonlinear func-
tion is given by

f(x) � 

S

i�1
ai − a

∗
i( k xi, x(  + b, (4)

where ai, a∗i and b are the equation parameters and xi and x

are the input data.
)e frequently used kernel functions are as follows:

linear function, polynomial function, radial basis function,
and sigmoid function, among which σ is a parameter:
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4.3.,eDA-SVRNetwork. In order to deal with big datasets
or handle complex nonlinear problems, this section uses the
DA-SVR networks. )e unsupervised training layer is the
deep denoising automated coding, and the prediction output
layer is the support vector regression. Unsupervised training
layer preprocessing is performed using Adam optimization,
which utilizes first-order moment estimation and second-
order moment estimation to change the learning step length
to improve the convergence speed and computing power.
SVR is utilized in the output layer to achieve a linearized
relationship similar to the low-dimensional space in the set
high-dimensional space. Unsupervised layer-by-layer
learning and training is performed using a deep denoising
auto encoder on the original input dataset. To get the
original input dataset’s feature vector, minimize the error
between the original dataset and the training data. To
forecast the final layer of the model, utilize support vector
regression, and use the original dataset’s feature vector as the
input for support vector regression.)e structure of the DA-
SVR network is illustrated in Figure 4.

)e DA-SVR deep neural network model mainly has the
following two processes: (1) Unsupervised training layer by
layer. Before the original input data is input to the DA-SVR
network model training, there will be some noise in the
original input data that cannot be cleaned. To prevent the
occurrence of overfitting, features of the original input data
will be set to 0 according to a certain proportion, and the
noise will be reduced to increase robustness. )e unsu-
pervised training process is mainly to use the deep denoising
auto encoder for training, and the denoising processed data
enters the first DA for training. )e obtained output is
utilized as the input feature for the second DA, and so on to
complete the training of all Das. In fact, each DA is
equivalent to a hidden layer. Calculate the error, and in-
troduce Adam to optimize the error to minimize it. (2)
Supervised fine-tuning process. )e feature vector of the last
hidden layer of the auto encoder is utilized as the input
feature for the last output layer. )e final output layer uses
SVR as the predictor. In this supervised process, the relevant
parameters of SVR are tuned to improve the prediction
accuracy and efficiency.

4.4. DA-SVR in English Teaching Evaluation. )e model
contains multiple hidden layers. For complex nonlinear
issue as well as large-scale dataset issue, the deep structured
neural network model can perform calculations and mod-
eling well. )erefore, the DA-SVR model is used to solve the
teaching evaluation. Assuming the weight matrix is W and
the thresholdmatrix is c, En is a deep denoising auto encoder
model. When the input dataset passes, its expression is as
follows:

StartInput n training sample 
Initialize weight w, threshold b, 
iterations M, target accuracy ε

Randomly select a sample k

Calculate the output

k=n k=k+1

Calculate the loss E

E<ε

Input preprocessed test data Output prediction results End

Iterations>M Calculate the loss E

Adaptive adjustment of w and b

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

Figure 2: )e flowchart of the ADA-BP model applied to English teaching evaluation.
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d � En(Wx + c), (6)

where d is the output feature vector, and input into the SVR
for prediction. Taking f as the function of SVR, the ex-
pression is

e � f(d). (7)

)e flowchart of the DA-SVR model for evaluating
college English teaching is shown in Figure 5.

To train the model stated in this section, the evaluation
sample dataset is split into a training dataset and a test
dataset. A stable and optimal model is obtained by altering
the number of hidden layers of the model, optimization
techniques, and other parameters, as well as relevant pa-
rameters of support vector regression. To test the model’s
ability to evaluate instruction quality, it needs an input test
dataset.

5. Combination with End-User Computing and
Neural Network

With the development of terminal equipment and related
technologies, terminal user computing has become main-
stream. )erefore, this work combines end-user computing
and neural networks to build an English teaching evaluation
system that combines end-user computing and artificial
neural networks. )e schematic diagram of the system is
illustrated in Figure 6.

)e joint system designed in this article is a C/S-
structured English teaching evaluation system. First, use the
relevant data of English teaching to train an English teaching
evaluation network, which is the ADA-BP or the DA-SVR
network model designed by this work. )en, deploy the
trained model on the remote server, which provides an API
call interface to the outside. After that, end users can use
various mobile terminals (PC, tablet, and mobile phone) to
call this API interface to complete the evaluation of English
teaching.

6. Experiments and Discussions

6.1.Evaluationon theADA-BPNetwork. )edata used in the
experiment in this section are obtained from the records of a
university educational administration system, and the ob-
tained data are normalized and preprocessed as the input
feature.)e structure of themodel given in the experiment is
three layers. )e training dataset contains 1551 samples, and
the test dataset contains 206 samples. Each sample contains
10 different evaluation indicators; the specific distribution is
shown in Table 1. )e mean square error (MSE) and pre-
diction accuracy are used as evaluation performance com-
parison indicators.

)e improved gradient descent approach is more ef-
fective compared to the classic gradient descent method for
determining the insertion of adaptive learning rates as well
as momentum terms into the BP neural network’s training.
To get a stable network, input the training dataset into the
model, and then input the test dataset for verification, and
utilize two separate methods as the training function. How
many times the model has been trained is compared to how
long it has been running, as well as how accurate it is at
predicting the actual results. Table 2 shows the results of the
experiment, in which an average of 10 runs is utilized as the
final result. AL is adaptive learning rate. MT is momentum
term.

An adaptive learning rate as well as momentum term
improved the gradient descent approach, which can improve
a model’s convergence speed when utilized as a training
function, according to the results. )ere is also a significant
reduction in errors, which is more effective in terms of
accuracy as well as training iteration.

To determine the number of neurons for the hidden
layer, we use formulas to determine the range, and use trial
and error experiments to determine the optimal number.
When the number of neurons for the hidden layer of the
model changes, the change curve of the MSE and prediction
accuracy is shown in Figure 7.

When the number of neurons in the hidden layer is 10,
the MSE and prediction accuracy of the model perform best
at this time. )erefore, considering the overall performance
indicators, choosing the number of hidden layer neurons as
10 is more conducive to subsequent experiments.

In order to ensure the stability of the network, a mo-
mentum term is introduced to punish the variation of the
learning rate and avoid model instability. )is part selects
momentum items from [0.5, 1.0] for experiments. When
different momentum items are added to the model training,
the MSE and prediction accuracy obtained by the model
during the verification test are shown in Figure 8.

When the momentum term is selected as 0.7, the MSE
and prediction accuracy are the best. In view of this, 0.7 is
selected as the momentum term of the model.

To verify the effectiveness of the model in evaluation of
college English teaching, logistic regression, SVM, deci-
sion tree, and traditional BP networks are used as com-
parison methods to compare with the ADA-BP method
designed in this work. )e experimental results are shown
in Table 3.

Input

Feature

Feature

Feature

Output

Denoising input

Figure 3: Deep denoising auto encoder structure.
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)e ADA-BP model proposed in this section not only
overcomes the difficulty of determining the index weight,
but also solves the problems of overfitting, slow conver-
gence, and falling into local minimums. It also improves the
accuracy of the evaluation prediction, thus verifying the
effectiveness of the model in English teaching evaluation.

6.2. Evaluation on the DA-SVR Network. )e DA-SVR
model designed in this work can process higher-dimensional
nonlinear features. In order to obtain higher-dimensional
features, first expand the English teaching evaluation indi-
cators. In addition to the indicators in Table 1, the indicators
in Table 4 are also used.

To determine the appropriate number of hidden layers of
the DA-SVR, set the number to be selected between 1 and 5.
Adam is embedded as an optimization algorithm. )e

features of the evaluation sample dataset are input into the
DA-SVR model. )e MSE and prediction accuracy of the
network are shown in Figure 9.

After training, the reconstructed output data have the
lowest error and the network performs best when there are
two hidden layers in the DA-SVRmodel, which is the default.

)is part picks from 21 to 25 neurons for each hidden
layer of the DA-SVR model. )is technique uses the Adam
algorithm as an optimization method for unsupervised
learning and training, which has two hidden layers. Adjust
the amount of neurons in the hidden layer based on the
evaluation sample dataset. )e experimental result is illus-
trated in Figure 10.

It can be seen that when each hidden layer of the DA-
SVR model is selected as 22, the error between the output
obtained by reconstruction as well as the original data are the
best, and the test performance is the best.

Input

Feature

SVR output

ę

ę

Feature

Feature

DA-1

DA-n

DA-(n-1)

DA-(n-2)

DA-3DA-2

FeatureDenoising input

Figure 4: )e structure of the DA-SVR.

StartInput training sample Denoising

Initialize weight, threshold, 
iterations M, target accuracy ε

Set related parameters

Encoder

Decoder

Calculate the loss E E< ε Get feature vector

Optimize SVR

Input test data

Output prediction

End

Iterations>M

Y

N

Y

N

Figure 5: )e flowchart of the DA-SVR model applied to English teaching evaluation.
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)e kernel function types of support vector regression
are mainly the linear function (Liner), polynomial function
(Poly), radial basis function (RBF), and Sigmoid function.
)is work compares the influence of different kernel
functions on network performance, and the experimental
result is illustrated in Figure 11.

Obviously, when the polynomial function (Poly) is used
as the kernel function of support vector regression, the
performance is better than the prediction effect of the other

three functions; thus, the support vector regression kernel
function is selected as the polynomial function.

To verify that the performance of the DA-SVR method
in face of high-dimensional nonlinear feature modeling is
better than that of the ADA-BP method, this work com-
pares the two. )e experimental result is illustrated in
Figure 12.

Obviously, when facing high-dimensional nonlinear
feature data, the designed DA-SVR method has better

End-User Server Neural network

DeployAPI call

Figure 6: English teaching evaluation with end-user computing and neural networks.

Table 1: English teaching evaluation index.

Number Index
X1 Teaching appeal
X2 Listen to opinions
X3 Pay attention to methods
X4 Clear thinking and strong inspiration
X5 Teaching with students’ aptitude
X6 Heuristic teaching
X7 Solve student’s confusion
X8 Learn to analyze independently
X9 Answer questions seriously
X10 Correct homework in time

Table 2: Comparison of results of different training functions.

Method MSE Accuracy (%) Train time Iteration
SGD 61.7 91.7 9.4 1000
AL+MT 26.3 95.3 0.7 156
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Figure 7: Evaluation on the number of hidden layer neurons.
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Table 3: Comparison with other methods.

Method MSE Accuracy (%) Train time Iteration
Logistic regression 87.4 88.2 0.2 —
SVM 81.9 89.9 0.2 —
Decision tree 76.2 91.7 0.4 —
BP 61.5 92.5 9.8 1000
ADA-BP (ours) 26.3 95.3 0.7 156

Table 4: Additional English teaching evaluation index.

Number Index
X11 Well prepared for teaching
X12 Teacher-student interaction
X13 Teaching content is substantial
X14 Active classroom atmosphere
X15 Reasonable teaching schedule
X16 Concise courseware production
X17 Clear course structure
X18 Clear and standard text and graphics
X19 Evaluation of student responses
X20 Classroom discipline is good
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performance than the ADA-BP method. )is can also
prove the effectiveness of the method designed in this work.

7. Conclusion

)e appraisal of a college relies on the effective English in-
struction as a vital link in their overall instructional chain. As a
result, there is a nonlinear relationship between the evaluation
indicators and the quality of instruction, which is compounded
by numerous factors. Traditional evaluation methods have
problems such as too strong subjectivity and randomness,
difficulty in determining the index weights, and slow optimi-
zation. )erefore, the main research contributions of this paper
have the following two points: (1) For small-scale datasets, the
existing methods and models have many problems. )is work
proposes the ADA-BP model, which mainly introduces the
adaptive learning rate and momentum to improve the BP
network.)e results show themodel can solve the issues existing
in other methods, and predictive evaluation results are still
optimal, thus verifying the effectiveness of the model in solving
college English teaching evaluation. (2) For large-scale and high-
dimensional datasets, although the BP neural network has
certain advantages in the evaluation of English teaching, its
computing andmodeling capabilities are limited. To solve it, this
work proposes the DA-SVR model. )is model is composed of
deep denoising auto encoders and support vector regression. By
comparing the model performance indicators, the effectiveness
in the evaluation of college English teaching and the processing
of large-scale datasets and its powerful computational modeling
capabilities are verified. (3) Deploy the designed evaluation
network on the server, and end users can use theAPI interface to
directly access and test the model. In future research work, we
will devote ourselves to designing models with higher perfor-
mance and lighter weight to evaluate the quality of various
teaching. If possible, we will also design a set of comprehensive
and systematic evaluation indicators for teaching evaluation.

Data Availability

)e datasets used during the current study are available from
the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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